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THE HUNT FOR LOOT: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS TO
MORE EFFECTIVELY REGULATE ADDICTIVE
GAMBLING MECHANICS IN VIDEO GAMES
Andrew Brewer*
“Play interests me very much,” said Hermann: “but I am not
in the position to sacrifice the necessary in the hope of
winning the superfluous.”1
– Alexander Pushkin, The Queen of Spades
Over the past decade, more and more video game developers have
embraced “loot boxes” as a lucrative source of revenue. But recent
concerns over the potential harms of loot boxes, particularly to
children, have raised questions about their use and prompted
attempts to regulate them throughout the world. This Note explores
recent attempts—both foreign and domestic—to regulate loot boxes
and proposes new solutions based on those strategies’
shortcomings. By carefully and competently defining terms and
exceptions, and providing for more aggressive oversight of agency
regulatory efforts, federally-crafted loot box legislation can more
effectively protect children from predatory gambling mechanics in
video games.
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1
ALEXANDER PUSHKIN, THE QUEEN OF SPADES 1 (1833).
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INTRODUCTION
The video gaming industry has grown faster than any analyst
could have predicted. In 2018, it was a $139 billion industry,
generating more revenue that year than movie box-office sales,
music album sales, music streaming, and the annual revenues of the
NFL, NBA, MLB, and NHL combined.2 That number was predicted
to fall by a top market analyst3 but instead grew another 9.6% in
2019.4 That same year, a sixteen-year-old won the “Fortnite World
Cup Finals” in New York City and took home a $3 million prize.5
Epic Games, the company that makes Fortnite, made a record
breaking $2.4 billion in 2018 off of the game alone.6 That is more
than any video game in history.7 To illustrate the magnitude of its
success, Netflix considers Fortnite a bigger competitor than HBO or
Hulu.8 Millions of people tune in to watch players livestream
themselves playing the game, including Fortnite’s most popular
streamer, who calls himself “Ninja,” and who makes an estimated

2

Patriot Act, The Darkside of the Video Game Industry, YOUTUBE (Aug. 5,
2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLAi_cmly6Q (referencing a
Bloomberg article from Jan. 23, 2019).
3
Yuji Nakamura, Peak Video Game? Top Analyst Sees Industry Slumping in
2019, BLOOMBERG (Jan. 23, 2019, 5:59 PM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news
/articles/2019-01-23/peak-video-game-top-analyst-sees-industry-slumping-in2019.
4
Eric Ananmalay, US Teen Wins $3 Million at Video Game Tournament
Fortnite World Cup, CNBC (Jul. 28, 2019), https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/29
/fortnite-world-cup-us-teen-wins-3-million-at-video-game-tournament.html.
5
Id. Fortnite is a video game in which up to a hundred online players
compete in a “first-person shooter” to be the last one alive. Sarah LeBoeuf, What
Is ‘Fortnite’?: A Look at the Video Game that has Become a Phenomenon, NBC
NEWS (June 30, 2018, 11:27 AM), https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news
/what-fortnite-look-video-game-has-become-phenomenon-n887706.
6
Tom Hoggins, Fortnite Earned Record $2.4bn in 2018, the ‘Most Annual
Revenue of Any Game in History’, TELEGRAPH (Jan. 17, 2019, 9:56 AM),
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/gaming/news/fortnite-earned-annual-revenuegame-history-2018/.
7
Id.
8
Matt Patches, Netflix Says Fortnite is Bigger Competition than HBO or
Hulu, POLYGON (Jan. 17, 2019, 5:20 PM), https://www.polygon.com/2019/1/17
/18187400/netflix-vs-fortnite-hbo-hulu-competition.
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$500,000 a month.9 All of this revenue comes from a game that is
free to download and play.10
Fortnite and other so-called “free to play” games11 amass their
staggering revenues not from game sales themselves, but from items
that can be purchased from within the game, known as “loot
boxes.”12 Loot boxes are “items in video games that may be bought
for real-world money, but which provide players with a
randomi[z]ed reward of uncertain value.”13 They often appear
within video games as animated chests, crates, or card packs.14 After
purchasing a loot box within the game, a player “opens” it, thereby
revealing its contents. In other words, loot boxes are monetized
microtransactions15 in a video game, where a player pays real money
to acquire a container filled with a random item, or assortment of

9

Kevin Webb, This 28-Year-Old Makes $500,000 Every Month Playing
‘Fortnite’—Here’s How He Does It,
BUS. INSIDER (Mar. 31, 2018), https://www.businessinsider.com.au/ninja-tylerblevins-twitch-subscribers-fortnite-drake-youtube-2018-3.
10
LeBoeuf, supra note 5.
11
Another massively popular game with a free-to-play business model is
Apex Legends, published by Electronic Arts, Inc. Apex Legends, ELECTRONIC
ARTS, INC., https://www.ea.com/games/apex-legends/about (last visited Sept. 13,
2020).
12
See Tae Kim, ‘Loot Boxes’ Could Be Trouble for the Videogame Industry.
Here’s What You Need to Know., BARRON’S (Apr. 15, 2019), https://
www.barrons.com/articles/videogame-publishers-face-scrutiny-over-the-use-oflock-boxes-51555120828 (“Loot boxes are extremely lucrative for the game
publishers, generating billions of dollars in high-margin profits.”).
13
John Woodhouse, Loot Boxes in Video Games, HOUSE OF COMMONS LIBR.
8498, at 4 (Dec. 19, 2019).
14
Andrew E. Freedmen, What are Loot Boxes? Gaming’s Big Controversy
Explained, TOM’S GUIDE (Aug. 9, 2019), https://www.tomsguide.com/us/whatare-loot-boxes-microtransactions,news-26161.html.
15
Microtransactions can be defined as any purchase a consumer can make in
a video game, after the “initial purchase” or free download of the game. In this
way, players may continue to spend money on the same game after purchasing it
for several years. Eddie Makuch, Microtransactions, Explained: Here’s what You
Need to Know, GAMESPOT (Nov. 20, 2018, 8:31 PM), https://www.gamespot.com
/articles/microtransactions-explained-heres-what-you-need-to/1100-6456995/.
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items, in return.16 Some items are purely aesthetic,17 while others
improve a player’s chance of winning the game (often referred to as
“pay-to-win” mechanics).18 In many cases, a player does not know
exactly what item they will receive when purchasing a loot box,
distinguishing it from other transactions within a game where a
player knows precisely what item they will receive at the time of
payment.19 The most recent development of their use has been in
free-to-play games, such as Fortnite.20
The recent trend toward a loot box revenue model in video
games is big business. To illustrate, Electronic Arts (“EA”), the
company that develops the popular FIFA and Madden NFL games,
earns an estimated one-third of all its revenue from “loot-boxrelated-mechanisms.”21 In 2015, that amount was $587 million
solely from one of EA’s most popular multiplayer game “modes,”
Ultimate Team, which the company makes available in its popular
sports titles such FIFA, Madden, and NHL.22 The Ultimate Team
mode works by allowing a player to build a team of athletes to
compete against other players online.23 A player begins with a
starting roster of athletes, but to acquire better players and be more
competitive, a player must ultimately purchase digital “packs”
containing random athletes that the player may then use to bolster
their team.24 These “player packs”, or loot boxes, are “bought” with
16

Woodhouse, supra note 13.
See Jordan Baranowski, The Rarest Skins in Overwatch, SVG (Jan. 4,
2019), https://www.svg.com/142085/the-rarest-skins-in-overwatch/.
18
See Kellen Beck, Youtuber Spends $90 in ‘Star Wars: Battlefront 2’ and
Proves That It’s Still Basically Pay-To-Win, MASHABLE (Nov. 9, 2017), https://
mashable.com/2017/11/09/star-wars-battlefront-2-pay-win/.
19
Woodhouse, supra note 13.
20
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, Immersive and Addictive
Technologies, 15 HOUSE OF COMMONS 39, at 44–45 (Sept. 9, 2019), https://
publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmcumeds/1846/1846.pdf.
21
Kim, supra note 12.
22
Jack Kenmare, The Mind-Blowing Figures Behind EA Sports’ Net
Revenue from Ultimate Team, SPORTBIBLE (May 26, 2020), https://
www.sportbible.com/football/gaming-news-the-figures-behind-ea-sports-netrevenue-from-ultimate-team-20200521.
23
FIFA, What is FUT?, EA (2019), https://www.ea.com/games/fifa/fifa19/ultimate-team/beginners-guide-fut.
24
Id.
17
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in-game currency that a player may obtain either by earning it
through gameplay or by purchasing it using real-world currency.25
Despite its propensity to endlessly sap players for money, Ultimate
Team has become, and remains, a wildly popular game mode in
sports video gaming. In just the first half of 2020, it earned EA $1.49
billion26—more than the company brought in from the sales of the
FIFA game itself.27
Yet, despite all this economic success, Epic Games recently
announced it would be removing its usual loot boxes from
Fortnite.28 Perhaps unsurprisingly, the move comes at a time when
more countries are starting to investigate and understand what loot
boxes really are—a dangerous form of gambling.
Indeed, recent studies have shown a clear relationship between
spending money on loot boxes and an increase in problem
gambling.29 There are also increasing stories of teenagers spending
large amounts of cash—in some cases up to $10,000—on loot
25

FIFA, How to Improve Your FIFA Ultimate Team Squad, EA (Oct. 21,
2019), https://www.easports.com/fifa/ultimate-team/news/2017/how-to-improve
-your-fifa-ultimate-team-squad.
26
Kenmare, supra note 22.
27
Md Armughanuddin, FIFA Ultimate Team Net Revenue Up by 40%, FIFA
Accounts for Majority of EA’s Net Revenue, SPIELTIMES (Nov. 6, 2019), https://
www.spieltimes.com/news/fifa-ultimate-team-net-revenue-up-by-40-fifaaccounts-for-majority-of-eas-net-revenue.
28
Kyle Orland, Fortnite Puts an End to Random Loot Box Purchases, ARS
TECHNICA (Jan. 28, 2019), https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2019/01/fortnite-putsan-end-to-random-loot-boxes-purchases/.
29
See Wen Li et al., The Relationship of Loot Box Purchases to Problem
Video Gaming and Problem Gambling, 97 ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS 27 (Oct.
2019),
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii
/S0306460319301091 (“Results from a series of path analyses revealed that loot
box purchasing was directly related to problem video gaming and problem
gambling severity as well as indirectly [related] through increased video
gaming/online gambling engagement, which in turn is related to elevated
psychological distress.”); see also David Zendle et al., Video Game Loot Boxes
are Linked to Problem Gambling: Results of a Large-Scale Survey, PLOS (Nov.
21, 2018), https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone
.0206767#sec005 (noting that a large-scale survey found evidence for a link
between the amount that gamers spent on loot boxes and the severity of their
problem gambling and that the link was stronger than a link between problem
gambling and buying other in-game items with real-world money).
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boxes.30 It is unsurprising then that some researchers have referred
to loot boxes as “weaponised behavioural psychology, perfectly
pitched to exploit all the cognitive weaknesses that make people so
susceptible to addiction and compulsion.”31
With the evidence mounting that loot boxes present a new
danger to the consuming public,32 regulation seems necessary and
imminent.33 But the question remains how such regulations will be
promulgated and whether they will be effective. One possibility is
self-regulation by the industry via the Entertainment Software
Rating Board (“ESRB”).34 However, despite its stellar track-record
for self-regulation in areas like violence, the ESRB is unlikely to
self-regulate this predatory practice if it does not believe that its
inaction would prompt the government to impose its own
regulations.35 Remediation by way of private suit and case law is
similarly unlikely, because (as will be discussed below) plaintiffs
may lack standing to sue video game developers in consumer fraud
cases.36 Given these realities, this Note submits that formal
regulation is the only practical way of addressing this issue.

30

Ethan Gach, Meet the 19-Year-Old Who Spent Over $10,000 on
Microtransactions, KOTAKU (Nov. 29, 2017, 5:12 PM), https://kotaku.com/meetthe-19-year-old-who-spent-over-10-000-on-microtra-1820854953.
31
Alex Hern, Video Games are Unlocking Child Gambling. This Has to Be
Reined In, THE GUARDIAN (Dec. 28, 2017, 4:00 PM), https://
www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/dec/28/video-games-unlock-childgambling-loot-box-addiction.
32
See discussion infra Sections I & II.
33
See discussion infra Section IV.A.
34
See discussion infra Section IV.A.
35
Ben Gilbert, The Video Game Industry is Facing Government Scrutiny
Over Loot Boxes, and the Most Powerful Leaders in Gaming are Divided Over
What to Do, BUS. INSIDER (June 23, 2019, 7:41 AM), https://
www.businessinsider.com/video-game-industry-loot-box-legislation-20196#regardless-of-the-gambling-debate-at-least-one-us-senator-is-proposinglegislation-to-regulate-loot-boxes-in-games-3.
36
Thomas Hansfield, Loot Box Lottery: How the Backlash Against Video
Game Loot Boxes is Affecting Game Developers, Retailers, and Consumers in the
Legal Sphere, Vol. 103 Minn. L. Rev. (Apr. 23, 2019), https://
minnesotalawreview.org/2019/04/23/loot-box-lottery-how-the-backlash-againstvideo-game-loot-boxes-is-affecting-game-developers-retailers-and-consumersin-the-legal-sphere/.
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However, Congress, and not the states, should be responsible for
authoring legislation that limits loot boxes, as leaving the states to
regulate these devices would lead to uncertainty amongst the
industry regarding which technologies game-makers could employ
in certain jurisdictions.37 In drafting such laws, Congress would do
well to heed the lessons learned from past legislative efforts, such as
those seen in the Netherlands, the UK, Hawaii, and New York.
Particularly, it must define loot boxes in a way that encompasses all
of their harmful qualities, while including carefully crafted
exceptions for other legitimate, non-gambling devices. Once
Congress clearly sets out the exceptions for its definition of loot
boxes, it must then be unequivocal in banning, outright, all of them
from video games sold in the United States. Assuming this proposed
thoughtful and prudential approach to national loot box legislation
is followed, the consuming public—particularly minor children—
may continue to enjoy the pastime of video-gaming while avoiding
the emerging harms of addictive gambling associated with loot
boxes.
Part I of this Note outlines the different responses countries have
had to these gambling mechanics, including the Netherland’s faulty
approach, Belgium’s outright ban, and the United Kingdom’s
fumbled response. Part II examines the United States’ reaction to
loot boxes in the form of proposed legislation in Congress. Part III
then analyzes the downfalls of each of these approaches thus far.
Finally, Part IV looks at the results of litigative efforts opposing loot
boxes, explains why regulation is necessary, and proposes language
that lawmakers should strongly consider when crafting legislation
around this issue.
I. THE GROWING TIDE OF COUNTRIES THAT REGULATE LOOT
BOXES
In 2017, EA released Star Wars Battlefront II, a sequel to the
2015 bestselling game Star Wars Battlefront.38 The release was met
37

See discussion infra Section IV.C.
Star Wars Battlefront 2’s Loot Box Controversy Explained, GAMESPOT
(Nov. 22, 2017, 12:37 PM), https://www.gamespot.com/articles/star-warsbattlefront-2s-loot-box-controversy-expl/1100-6455155/.
38
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with a wave of criticism from fans due to EA’s increased use of loot
boxes.39 The backlash the game received from consumers was so
intense, it can be seen as the catalyst that kicked off loot box
regulation.40 EA’s release of Star Wars Battlefront II, and its
pervasive use of loot box mechanics, prompted the Belgian Gaming
Commission (“BGC”) to look into the game and those similar to it
to determine whether loot boxes constitute gambling.41
A. The Netherlands’ Ban on Loot Boxes
In 2018, the Netherlands became one of the first countries to
enact a ban on loot boxes.42 In the wake of the release of Battlefront
II, the Netherlands Gaming Authority (“NGA”) examined ten
popular videogames that contained loot boxes and found that four of
them violated the Netherland’s Betting and Gambling Act.43
Important to the NGA’s decision was that these four games
supported markets where virtual items could be traded for real world
currency.44 At the time, games like Counter Strike and Dota 2
supported online trading markets where players could sell the
unwanted items they received through loot boxes.45 For instance,
items received through loot boxes in the game Counter Strike have
sold for as much as $61,000.46 Put in perspective, a virtual item in
39

Id.
Ivana Kottasová, The New Star Wars Video Game is Under Attack, CNN
BUS. (Nov. 16, 2017, 1:11 PM), https://money.cnn.com/2017/11/16/technology
/battlefront-ii-star-wars-game-gambling/index.html.
41
Id.
42
Matt Davidson, The Netherlands Determines Some Loot Boxes Are
Gambling, IGN (Sept. 6, 2018), https://www.ign.com/articles/2018/04/20/thenetherlands-determines-some-loot-boxes-are-gambling.
43
Wesley Yin-Poole, The Netherlands Declares Some Loot Boxes Are
Gambling, EUROGAMER (Apr. 19, 2018), https://www.eurogamer.net/articles
/2018-04-19-the-netherlands-declares-some-loot-boxes-are-gambling.
44
Id.
45
Wesley Yin-Poole, Dutch Loot Box Threat Forces Valve to Pull CS:GO
and Dota 2 Item Trading in the Netherlands, EUROGAMER (June 20, 2018),
https://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2018-06-20-dutch-loot-box-threat-forcesvalve-to-pull-cs-go-and-dota-2-item-trading-in-the-netherlands.
46
Eugene Bozhenko, The Most Expensive CS:GO Skins on Steam Market,
SKINS.CASH (Mar. 20, 2018), https://skins.cash/blog/expensive-csgo-skins/.
40
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Counter Strike could sell for more than a brand-new, high-end
luxury car.47
After announcing its findings, the NGA gave game developers
until June 20, 2018 to remove loot boxes from their games, or face
a fine of up to $959,000.48 In response to the statement, Valve, the
developer behind Counter Strike and Dota 2, removed all item
trading from those games.49 In contrast, EA insisted that its loot box
mechanics in “FIFA Ultimate Team” were not gambling and,
therefore, were not subject to the Dutch ban50—a move likely
spurred by the language of the Dutch report, which focused so
heavily on the fact that items from the loot boxes could be sold after
being opened, that it carved out a massive exception for all those
games in which the items could not be so easily exchanged.51
Accordingly, EA CEO Andrew Wilson was quick to point out that
a player always receives some item from the purchase of a loot box,
and that EA does not support a way for players to sell their items
back for real money, or exchange them on a virtual market.52
B. Belgium Subsequently Follows Suit
The next country to act on loot boxes after the Netherlands was
Belgium.53 After the release of Battlefront II, Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Justice, Koen Geens, requested an investigation into
47

See 2020 BMW M2, EDMUNDS, https://www.edmunds.com/bmw/m2/ (last
visited Sept. 12, 2020) (stating that the standard price for a BMW M2 is $58,900).
48
Shabana Arif, The Netherlands Starts Enforcing Its Loot Box Ban, IGN
(June 20, 2018, 6:07 AM), https://www.ign.com/articles/2018/06/20/thenetherlands-starts-enforcing-its-loot-box-ban.
49
Yin-Poole, supra note 45.
50
Shabana Arif, EA Insists Its Loot Boxes are Not Gambling as Regulators
Clamp Down, IGN (May 9, 2018, 6:31 AM), https://uk.ign.com/articles
/2018/05/09/ea-insists-its-loot-boxes-are-not-gambling-as-regulators-clampdown.
51
Loot Boxes & Netherlands Gaming Authority’s Findings, DUTCH GAMES
ASS’N, https://dutchgamesassociation.nl/news/loot-boxes-netherlands-gamingauthoritys-findings/ (last visited Nov. 11, 2020).
52
Arif, supra note 50.
53
Luke Christou, Lawmakers Are Turning on Loot Boxes but It’s Business
as Usual for Video Game Publishers, VERDICT (May 10, 2018, 8:00 AM),
https://www.verdict.co.uk/belgium-loot-box-ban/.
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loot boxes by the Belgian Gaming Commission.54 That investigation
provided important information on the potential harms of loot
boxes.55 “The Gaming Commission investigated four video games:
Star Wars Battlefront II, Overwatch, FIFA 18 and Counter Strike:
Global Offensive,” and found that, although the games were
independently rated for different ages based on their content, that
gambling mechanics in the form of loot boxes were not one of the
factors considered in those ratings.56 Minister Geens called for the
game’s publishers to remove the loot boxes or else “risk a prison
sentence of up to five years and a fine of up to €800,000 . . . .”57
One noteworthy distinction exists between the report from the
Belgian Gaming Commission and the Dutch report.58 The Belgian
report did not define loot boxes in terms of whether the items they
contained could be sold on a secondary market.59 That limiting

54

Koen Geens, Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Justice and Minister of
European Affairs, Loot boxen in drie videogames in strijd met kansspelwetgeving
[Loot Boxes in Three Video Games in Violation of Gambling Legislation], (Apr.
25, 2018), https://www.koengeens.be/news/2018/04/25/loot-boxen-in-drievideogames-in-strijd-met-kansspelwetgeving.
55
Id.
56
Id.
57
Wesley Yin-Poole, Now Belgium Declares Loot Boxes Gambling and
Therefore Illegal, EUROGAMER (Apr. 27, 2018), https://www.eurogamer.net
/articles/2018-04-25-now-belgium-declares-loot-boxes-gambling-and-thereforeillegal.
58
Compare Peter Naessens, Onderzoeksrapport loot boxen [Research
Report on Loot Boxes], GAMING COMM’N 1, 5 (2018), https://
www.gamingcommission.be/opencms/export/sites/default/jhksweb_nl/document
s/onderzoeksrapport-loot-boxen-Engels-publicatie.pdf (contending that loot
boxes should be banned due to the social pressure vulnerable groups like minors
may feel to purchase them), with Loot Boxes & Netherlands Gaming Authority’s
Findings, DUTCH GAMES ASS’N, https://dutchgamesassociation.nl/news/lootboxes-netherlands-gaming-authoritys-findings/ (last visited Sept. 23, 2020)
(finding that the ability to trade loot box items outside of the game constitutes
gambling).
59
See Naessens, supra note 58, at 8 (“[Gambling] is any game whereby a bet
of any kind that is placed leads to the loss of this bet by at least one of the players,
or a win of any kind for at least one of the players or organisers of the game, and
whereby chance may even be a secondary element in the course of the game,
indication of the winner or determination of the size of the winnings.”).
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factor, imposed by the Dutch, was ignored by the Belgians.60
Instead, the Belgian report focused on the factors that contributed to
the pressure minors and vulnerable people might feel to purchase
loot boxes.61 Those include “[social] behavioral monitoring,” the
“illusion of a game of skill,” the “fusion of fiction and reality,” the
“use of celebrities,” the “introduction of a personal currency
system,” the “approachable payment methods,” the “vast” data
collection, the “[d]ifferentiation in loot boxes without necessarily
adding value,” and in general, the “lack of transparency” and
randomness.62 Arguably the most dangerous of those factors are the
introduction of personal currency systems and approachable
payment methods.63 The report found that “the use of points (coins)
and especially their size are psychologically very sophisticated and
aimed at creating a personal reality which is then disconnected from
the real world.”64 By making loot boxes purchasable with in-game
points or coins that the player must buy with real money, or
otherwise spend large amounts of time playing to obtain, the games
hide the real world value of the boxes behind a confusing exchange
rate.65 With the addition of easy and accessible payment methods
that let you buy in-game currency immediately through a game or
app, a player can easily rack up a large bill.66
By the time the Belgian Gaming Commission concluded its
report, EA had removed loot boxes from Star Wars Battlefront II.67
Its decision was motivated not only by the immense backlash from
fans,68 but the treatment of fellow publisher, Valve, by the NGA,
which received formal letters stating they were in violation of the
Dutch Betting and Gambling Act and that they could face fines up

60

Id.
Id. at 5.
62
Id. at 6–8.
63
Id. at 7.
64
Id.
65
Gabe Duverge, Insert More Coins: The Psychology Behind
Microtransactions, TOURO UNIV. WORLDWIDE (Feb. 25, 2016), https://
www.tuw.edu/psychology/psychology-behind-microtransactions/.
66
Id.
67
Yin-Poole, supra note 43.
68
Id.
61
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to €830,000 if the gambling mechanics were not removed.69 The
company decided it was easier to remove loot boxes from their
games in Belgium and the Netherlands rather than fight European
gambling authorities.70 However, EA did not concede defeat with
regard to FIFA 18.71 In response to the Belgian government’s
statements threatening legal action, a spokesperson from EA stated
that the company did not agree with the conclusion that their games
could be seen as any form of gambling.72 Specifically, EA’s CEO,
Andrew Wilson, stated that the company “forbid[s] the transfer of
items or in-game currency outside [the games]” and that it “also
actively seek[s] to eliminate [trading] where it’s going on in an
illegal environment.”73 According to Wilson, EA “work[s] with
regulators in various jurisdictions to achieve that.”74 However, some
reports have shown that players can, in fact, sell items acquired in
FIFA on third-party markets for real currency.75
Initially, it seemed EA was willing to go to court to dispute
whether loot boxes in FIFA 18 constituted gambling.76 Meanwhile,
EA was preparing to release its next game, FIFA 19, in Belgium
with loot boxes intact.77 At the same time, the BGC was
recommending prosecution.78 The BGC was even threatening to
revise the Belgian Gaming Act, which sets regulations for gambling
in the country, specifically to target EA if they lost the case.79
Eventually, EA succumbed to pressure from the Belgian
69

Yin-Poole, supra note 45.
Id.
71
Yin-Poole, supra note 57.
72
Arif, supra note 50.
73
Id.
74
Id.
75
Wesley Yin-Poole, When It Comes to FIFA 18, You Can Most Definitely
Cash Out, EUROGAMER (Oct. 23, 2017), https://www.eurogamer.net/articles
/2017-10-23-when-it-comes-to-fifa-18-you-can-most-definitely-cash-out.
76
Rebekah Valentine, EA May Go to Court Over Loot Boxes in Belgium,
GAMEINDUSTRY (Sept. 10, 2018), https://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/201809-10-ea-may-go-to-court-over-loot-boxes-in-belgium.
77
See Anton Goegebeur, Kansspelcommissie trekt ten strijde tegen FIFA 18
(en 19) [Gaming Commission to Fight Against FIFA 18 (and 19)], NIEUWSBLAD
(Sept. 9, 2018), https://www.nieuwsblad.be/cnt/dmf20180909_03725401.
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government and agreed to stop selling the in-game currency used to
buy the loot boxes in the country.80 If the action on loot boxes had
stopped there, with Belgium and the Netherlands, it arguably would
not have been an issue for the largest publishers. As EA put it, “[t]he
impact of this change to FIFA Ultimate Team in Belgium is not
material to our financial performance.”81 As it happened, EA’s
biggest battle was still to come.
C. The United Kingdom’s Stumbled Response
Loot box regulation in the United Kingdom began in late 2016,
when the country’s Gambling Commission conducted research on
video games and published its concerns about underage gambling.82
In the report, the Commission stated that where in-game items can
be traded or exchanged for real world currency, the items acquire
monetary value and thus fall under UK gambling laws.83 Outside of
those circumstances, however, the Commission did not feel that loot
boxes met the legal definition of gambling set by UK’s parliament.84
Following the report, the UK Gambling Commission successfully
prosecuted two men for operating a website where FIFA Ultimate
Team coins could be used to gamble.85 The two men were ordered
to pay £174,000 and £91,000 in fines and costs.86 Neither the site’s
operators nor the website itself had any affiliations with EA87,
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suggesting the Commission had no interest in going after developers
of video games that facilitated such gambling.
In 2018, the United Kingdom’s Gambling Commission still did
not seem ready to conclude that loot boxes themselves constituted
gambling.88 In its report, Young People & Gambling 2018, the
Commission mentioned loot boxes, but seemed more interested in
the issue of whether children had used the items they had acquired
in the loot boxes to place bets on the outcome of games. 89 The
Commission’s focus seemed misplaced, given the fact that the report
showed that almost one-third of children had opened loot boxes in
the past year, but only 3% had partaken in this so-called “‘skins’
gambling.”90 Ultimately following its previous stance,91 the report
reiterated the Commission’s position that loot boxes themselves do
not constitute gambling.92
The following year, the UK Parliament began to show more
interest in gambling mechanics in video games.93 A House of
88
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Commons committee announced it would be hearing evidence from
Epic Games and EA, the makers of the two most popular games with
loot boxes, as part of its inquiry into “Immersive and Addictive
Technologies.”94 At a meeting on June 19, 2019, members of the
committee asked EA’s representatives if they had any “ethical
qualms” about loot boxes.95 Kerry Hopkins, Vice President of Legal
and Government Affairs for EA, responded colorfully that her
company does not view them as loot boxes, but as “surprise
mechanics,”96 and that “people like surprises.”97 Hopkins further
commented, “[w]e do think the way that we have implemented these
kinds of mechanics—and FIFA of course is our big one, our FIFA
Ultimate Team and our packs—is actually quite ethical and quite
fun, quite enjoyable to people.”98 She went on to compare loot boxes
to Kinder Eggs, and said that EA disagrees that there is evidence
showing loot boxes lead to gambling,99 despite strong evidence
suggesting otherwise.100
The committee’s questions were part of a broader inquiry into
the video game industry as a whole.101 On the issue of loot boxes,
technologies/ (reporting on the DCMS’s investigation into the impact of
immersive technology, including an inquiry into how addictive these technologies
can be).
94
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however, it seemed that EA’s dubious characterizations swayed the
UK Gambling Commission.102 In 2019, it stated again that it does
not categorize loot boxes as gambling because “there is no official
way to moneti[z]e what is inside them.”103 Ostensibly, the prize
must be “either money or have monetary value in order for it to fall
under gambling legislation.”104
However, the UK Parliament’s Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport (“DCMS”) Committee also questioned EA and Epic Games,
reaching a very different conclusion than the Gambling
Commission. In its final report, the committee lambasted
representatives from the video game industry, charging them with
being “willfully obtuse” in their answers to its questions.105
According to the committee, “[t]he wide-ranging report calls upon
games companies to accept responsibility for addictive gaming
disorders. . . .”106 The report goes on to recommend that the sale of
loot boxes to children should be outright banned, and that the
government should regulate them under the country’s Gambling
Act.107 The committee also suggested that Pan European Game
Information (“PEGI”), the European board that rates games for age
restrictions, should “apply the same rating it uses for gambling
software to games with loot boxes.”108
The Association for UK Interactive Entertainment, or “UKIE,”
responded to the report, saying it would review the
102
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“recommendations with utmost seriousness and consult with the
industry on how we demonstrate further our commitment to player
safety—especially concerning minors and vulnerable people.”109
UKIE’s North American counterpart, the Entertainment Software
Association (“ESA”), took a more combative approach, stating it
“strongly disagree[d]” with the DCMS Committee’s findings.110
The ESA represents America’s largest video game publishers, such
as EA and Microsoft.111 Put into context, total revenue from video
game sales in the UK in 2019 was 4.9 billion U.S. dollars.112 In the
US, that number was 35.4 billion dollars.113 The UK report came
only days after one of the largest American publishers, 2K, released
the game NBA 2K20 with a loot box mode depicting actual virtual
slot machines.114
The DCMS committee’s report was quickly followed up by
another report from the United Kingdom’s Children Commissioner,
Anne Longfield.115 Longfield’s job, independent of Parliament, is to
gather evidence about children in the UK and propose changes in
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legislation based on her findings.116 In October of 2019, she released
a report titled “Gaming the System” about the risks children face
when playing video games.117 At the top of her policy
recommendations was limiting the role of money in games and
addressing the harm of loot boxes.118 Specifically, she called for the
government to amend the definition of gambling in Section 6 of the
Gambling Act of 2005 to regulate loot boxes as a form of
gambling.119
UK General Acts defines “gambling” as “gaming,” “betting,”
and “participating in a lottery.”120 Section 6 of the Gambling Act of
2005 defines “gaming” as “playing a game of chance for a prize.”121
If a change to the statute is necessary to regulate loot boxes, as
Longfield suggests,122 it seems likely it would come in the form of
amending the definition of a prize. The UK Gambling Act defines a
“prize” to mean money or “money’s worth,” meaning having a realworld monetary value.123 The UK Gambling Commission’s current
stance is that loot boxes are not gambling, because players do not
win “prizes” under the law.124 However, amending the UK
Gambling Act may not be not necessary to capture loot boxes within
the definition of gambling, because the items players receive are
valuable, even if they are not immediately transferrable for currency
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or exchangeable.125 This argument is explored more thoroughly in
Part IV.
Backing up her calls for reform, Longfield’s report detailed
interviews with children of different ages in the United Kingdom,
and found that some children were worried about their inability to
control their spending habits, while others saw loot boxes as an
addictive form of gambling.126 Particularly in the game FIFA,
children saw “player packs”127 as a potential way to waste a
significant amount of money in trying to obtain loot boxes
containing good players.128 At least one independent report has
substantiated claims that children can spend a considerable amount
of their parents’ money making in-game purchases in FIFA without
realizing the consequences.129 It is not yet clear the impact this
report, along with the DCMS Committee, report will have on the
UK Parliament, but the next steps will likely involve Parliament
passing legislation to ban loot boxes, changing the way they are
regulated under the Gambling Act, or releasing a report explaining
its reasoning as to why it will not change its position.130
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II. THE UNITED STATES’ SLOW RESPONSE TO GAMBLING
MECHANICS IN VIDEO GAMES
In November of 2017, leading up to the release of Star Wars
Battlefront II by EA, the ESRB preemptively announced that it did
not see loot boxes as a form of gambling.131 The ESRB is the selfregulatory organization in the United States that sets content and age
restrictions for video games.132 Importantly, the ESRB is owned by
the Entertainment Software Association (“ESA”), a trade
organization made up of companies in the video game industry that
advocates on behalf of the interests of its members.133 The ESA set
up the ESRB in the 1990s after Congress threatened to regulate
violence in video games.134 The organization has since made
apparent its distaste for regulation that would impact the revenue
model of its largest members.135
Once Battlefront II was released in the United States, Chris Lee,
a Hawaiian State Representative, publicly condemned the use of loot
boxes in video games.136 Representative Lee called the use of loot

131
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boxes a “predatory practice” and “designed to lure kids into
spending money.”137 He also commented:
These kinds of loot boxes and microtransactions are
explicitly designed to prey upon and exploit human
psychology in the same way casino games are so
designed. This is especially true for young adults
who child psychologists and other experts explain
are particularly vulnerable. These exploitive
mechanisms and the deceptive marketing promoting
them have no place in games being marketed to
minors, and perhaps no place in games at all.138
Lee warned that the state of Hawaii was considering adopting
legislation to ban the sale of games containing loot boxes to
consumers under the age of 21.139 Two months later, state legislators
“introduced four bills that would regulate the sale of video games
that feature . . . loot boxes.”140
The proposed House Bill 2686 and Senate Bill 3024 “would
prohibit the sale of any video game featuring a system wherein
players can purchase a randomized reward using real money to
anyone younger than 21 years old.”141 Two other bills “would
require video game publishers to prominently label video games
containing [loot boxes], as well as disclose the probability rates of
receiving each loot box reward.”142 Ultimately, the bills in Hawaii
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stalled, and failed to pass.143 However, the proposed legislation did
start the momentum for other states to draft their own similar bills.144
Representative Lee said he was “working with a number of
legislators to draft similar proposals in about half the states of the
US.”145
The next states to introduce loot box legislation were
Washington State and California.146 Washington introduced a bill in
early 2018 that “would require the Washington [S]tate [G]ambling
[C]omission to consult with the industry . . . and recommend how to
regulate loot boxes.”147 At the time, the Washington State Gambling
Commission stated that it was “aware of loot boxes but [had] not yet
formed a position on whether they are gambling.”148 Similarly,
California proposed a bill around the same time that would “require
the manufacturer of a video game that is sold in California . . . to
provide a clear disclosure that the video game includes the
opportunity to engage in a microtransaction on the physical box the
video game is sold in.”149
These efforts were quickly followed by a bill proposed in
Minnesota that “would prohibit the sale of video games with loot
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boxes to people younger than 18.”150 Additionally, Minnesota’s bill
would require video games to be sold, either physically or digitally,
with a clear warning that reads: “Warning: This game contains a
gambling-like mechanism that may promote the development of a
gaming disorder that increases the risk of harmful mental or physical
health effects, and may expose the user to significant financial
risk.”151
Meanwhile, one Senator from New Hampshire sent a letter to
the ESRB voicing concerns over loot boxes.152, in response to the
ESRB’s announcement that it did not consider loot boxes a form of
gambling, Senator Maggie Hassan wrote a letter to Patricia Vance,
the President of the ESRB, asking her to reexamine how loot boxes
were rated:153
The prevalence of in-game micro-transactions, often
referred to as ‘loot boxes,’ raises several concerns
surrounding the use of psychological principles and
enticing mechanics that closely mirror those often
found in casinos and games of chance. The potential
for harm is real.154
The letter goes on to urge that, at a minimum, a game should be
required to disclose “when loot boxes are utilized in physical copies
of electronic games.”155 In response to Senator Hassan’s efforts, the
ESRB announced that it would add an “in-game purchases” label on
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physical games that are sold with loot boxes.156 However, the label
would not specifically mention any gambling mechanics.157
In addition to her letter to the ESRB, Senator Hassan asked
members of the FTC to investigate loot boxes.158 The FTC
responded to Senator Hassan’s request, agreeing to do so.159 As a
result, the ESA released a statement, saying:
Loot boxes are one way that players can enhance the
experience that video games offer. Contrary to
assertions, loot boxes are not gambling. They have
no real-world value, players always receive
something that enhances their experience, and they
are entirely optional to purchase. They can enhance
the experience for those who choose to use them, but
have no impact on those who do not.160
The FTC chose to structure their investigation in the form of an inperson workshop, where industry representatives, consumer
advocates, and academics could give talks and have discussions on
the effect of loot boxes on consumers.161 Panelists at the workshop
made arguments for and against regulating loot boxes.162 Those
opposed to regulation argued that “loot boxes do not need to be
purchased in order to play a game, and that loot boxes bear a striking
resemblance—albeit a digital one—to noncontroversial products in
the marketplace such as baseball cards.”163
156
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On the side for regulating loot boxes, researchers from Columbia
University and Central Michigan University presented journal
articles they had published showing a link between spending money
on loot boxes and problem gambling.164 The studies found a
correlation, and possible causation, between consumer spending on
loot boxes and problem gambling, including increased spending on
more loot boxes.165 The research also found this correlation to be
“much stronger” in adolescents between the ages of sixteen and
eighteen than in adults.166 Dr. David Zendle, a computer science
researcher from the University of York who has published a number
of articles on the harms of loot boxes,167 argued that the findings
from his most recent research cut against the likening of loot boxes
to baseball cards or Kinder Eggs, because his results suggest that
these items, unlike loot boxes, do not lead to problem gambling.168
Another researcher at the workshop found that companies that
disclose to the buyer the odds of receiving a certain type of item
from a loot box have a strong economic incentive to lie about those
odds, and there is no current regulation requiring these disclosures
to be accurate.169
This last point is especially significant given that on the same
day the workshop took place, a number of companies announced
they would be disclosing the odds of receiving particular items in
164
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loot boxes.170 The step clearly came as a way to avoid government
regulation through self-regulation.171 The decision by some video
game publishers to disclose odds of certain items in loot boxes may
have also been a reaction to a proposed bill in the United States
House of Representatives.172 In May of 2019, Republican Senator
Josh Hawley announced he was working on “a bill to effectively ban
loot boxes,”173 and in that same month, introduced the Protecting
Children from Abusive Games Act (“PCAGA”).174 The bill would
make it unlawful for a video game developer to develop, and a video
game publisher to publish, a “minor-oriented game that includes
pay-to-win microtransactions or loot boxes.”175 A “minor-oriented
game” is defined as “an interactive digital entertainment product for
which the target audience is individuals under the age of 18.”176 This
definition may apply where certain factors are present.177 According
to a release from Senator Hawley, “[t]his category is defined using
a framework inspired by the landmark Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act and the recent update to that Act proposed by
[himself] and [Massachusetts Senator] Edward Markey.”178
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Senator Hawley’s bill would also make it unlawful to publish or
distribute a game with loot boxes that the publisher or distributor
should know is played by users under the age of eighteen.179
According to Senator Hawley, when a game is designed for kids,
game developers should not be allowed to monetize addiction—and
when kids play games designed for adults, they should be walled off
from compulsive microtransactions.180 Furthermore, “[g]ame
developers who knowingly exploit children should face legal
consequences.”181
The frequently-asked-questions sheet provided by Senator
Hawley regarding his proposed legislation states that the prohibition
would apply to games for general audiences if developers and
distributors have “constructive knowledge” that some users are
under the age of eighteen.182 As discussed below, this provision,
amongst others, likely makes enforcement of this bill imprecise and
impractical.183
In addition to the proposed bill’s aim at loot boxes, it may also
effectively ban so-called “pay-to-win” microtransactions.184 The bill
defines pay-to-win in two separate settings. In progression-based
games, pay-to-win is defined as “downloadable content that, from
the perspective of an individual user, eases progression through such
content, assists in accomplishing the game’s goals, or permits a user
to continue to access game content rendered inaccessible after the
expiration of a timer or number of gameplay attempts.”185 In the
context of competitive games, pay-to-win is defined as
“downloadable content that, from the perspective of a reasonable
user, provides a competitive advantage.”186 As discussed in Section
IV below, this language in the bill takes unnecessary aim at what
179
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could be seen as a legitimate and altogether different kind of
transaction than loot boxes.
The bill leaves enforcement of its provisions to the FTC. 187 It
proposes making each separate sale of a loot box or pay-to-win
microtransaction a separate offense and holds the publisher and
developer liable for penalties brought by the FTC in a civil action.188
Furthermore, the bill allows enforcement of any of its provisions by
a civil action brought on behalf of a state’s citizens by the state
attorney general, with a right to intervene in any suit provided to the
FTC.189 Lastly, Sections 4 and 5 of the PCAGA call for the FTC to
submit to Congress, no later than two years after enactment, a report
on compliance by the industry, and a study on the effects of pay-towin microtransactions and loot boxes.190
When Senator Hawley introduced the PCAGA, two democratic
senators signed on to the bill, giving it bipartisan support.191 Senator
Richard Blumenthal from Connecticut spoke about the bill, saying,
“Congress must send a clear warning to app developers and tech
companies: Children are not cash cows to exploit for profit.”192 The
CEO of the ESA, Stanley Pierre-Louis, spoke out against the bill,
calling it “flawed and riddled with inaccuracies.”193 The “impact of
this bill,” he went on, “would be far-reaching and ultimately prove
harmful to the player experience, not to mention the more than
220,000 Americans employed by the video game industry.”194
Opposing the regulations, he pledged instead to work with senators
to raise awareness about the tools and information the industry
already provides to put the control of video game play and in-game
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spending in parents’ hands rather than in the government’s.195 The
bill “has been referred to the Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation,” where both democratic senators that
signed on to the bill hold seats.196 Despite all of the concerns about
loot boxes in the past year and the growing number of countries
deciding to regulate them, loot boxes have actually become more
prevalent in world’s top video games.197
III. PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT APPROACHES
Before illustrating what an effective loot box ban could look
like, it is necessary to highlight some downfalls of the current
strategies and outline their mistakes. As discussed below, the best
course may be self-regulation. In its current form, however, selfregulation has been insufficient. As discussed above, the ESA,
responding to the FTC’s investigation of loot boxes, advocates
heavily for the use of tools and information it argues the industry
already provides to parents to control in-game spending.198 The
primary tool it is likely referring to is the “in-game purchases” label
that appears on games containing microtransactions.199 However,
the vague “in-game purchases” label by the ESRB does not
differentiate for parents between harmful gambling mechanics and
195
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more straightforward transactions. Many parents do not understand
what a loot box is,200 and the “in-game purchases” label sweeps up
a wide range of possible transactions in its language.201 For example,
the label can refer to a simple transaction for a cosmetic item, or to
a convoluted purchase for in-game currency that is then spent on a
loot box.202 Despite the ambiguity in this label, the ESRB continues
to express an unwillingness to include a specific warning about loot
boxes or gambling mechanisms out of fear of “overwhelm[ing]
[parents] with a lot of information.”203 In April of 2020, it budged
on that position only slightly when it took another half measure by
adding to the “in-game purchases” label a parenthetical stating:
“includes random items.”204 However, unlike the content descriptor
“real gambling,” this new label does not affect the age rating for a
video game,205 showing that the ESRB still has no plans to include
loot boxes in their age ratings process.206
Government regulations, like self-regulatory efforts, have
similarly been insufficient. As discussed above, the Netherlands was
one of the first countries to enact a ban on loot boxes.207 Being
among the first on the scene, it is understandable that the effort
200
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would not necessarily be the most carefully crafted legislation.
Under its regime, for example, only instances where content from
loot boxes became transferrable on an in-game market after
purchase could be considered gambling,208 leaving highly popular
games with loot boxes untouched, so long as the developer does not
support selling or trading items.209 Games like FIFA, where the
trading of items is possible, but not sanctioned by EA,210 remain
exempt from the Dutch ban.211 This approach blinds itself to the real
harms, in order to fit loot boxes into the narrow definition of
gambling. In doing so, the Netherlands leaves out some important
examples of virtual gambling. If U.S. lawmakers are going to
propose legislation on loot boxes, it is imperative that those efforts
accurately state what a loot box is. If they define them too narrowly,
they run the risk of making the same mistake as the Netherlands,
allowing large titles like FIFA to slip through the cracks.
Recent attempts at regulating loot boxes in the United States
have similarly not been without their faults. The first effort in
Hawaii exposed some of the concepts of loot boxes that lawmakers
often get wrong.212 For example, Hawaii’s bill contains language
making it unlawful for a retailer to sell a game that contains loot
boxes.213 This restriction, although seeming to achieve the desired
effect, rests on three assumptions that would ultimately produce an
anemic bill. First, not all games that contain loot boxes are “sold.”214
Some of the most popular examples of loot boxes are contained
within games like Fortnite that are free-to-play. Under this
language, making those games available to minors for no charge
would not be unlawful.215 Thus, any effective loot box bill needs to
include not only games that are sold, but those that are free to
download and play.
208
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The second problem with the language of the proposed Hawaii
bill, and those like it, is that not all games contain loot box
mechanics when they are released.216 The Hawaiian bill
acknowledges that some game developers might sell their game with
no loot box in it, only to then add them later through an update to
the game.217 One notable example of this practice is FIFA’s popular
Ultimate Team mechanic, which was introduced five months after
its release in 2009 through a $10 add-on.218 Although EA continues
to sell a new FIFA game each year with the Ultimate Team mode
always included, another developer could avoid a loot box ban
similar to the one drafted by the Hawaiian legislature by selling its
games without loot box mechanics, and slipping them in later
through an update.219 Any future legislative efforts must recognize
this wide exception and ensure developers do not skirt around the
language of the bill.
The third shortcoming of the proposed Hawaiian bill is that it
places the bulk of its enforcement on retailers.220 For any regulation
of loot boxes to have a deterrent effect, the punishment needs to fall
on the developers and publishers of the games, not the third-party
retailers that pass games on to consumers.221 Physical retailers do
not receive direct financial benefit from microtransactions in video
games. In fact, they only receive a percentage of profits per physical
copy that is sold. On the other hand, online retailers, like the Apple
App Store or Steam, receive a thirty percent cut of any
microtransaction—an arrangement some developers are starting to
push back against.222 Lawmakers in this area should recognize that
enforcement will be most effective when pursued against the
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developers and publishers that create and benefit from the predatory
practices such legislation is designed to deter.
Following states’ efforts to regulate loot boxes, the bill currently
in the United States House of Representatives is far from perfect.
The most obvious flaw of the PCAGA is its vague language
describing what behavior would be unlawful.223 Instead of an
outright ban on the sale of loot boxes, or even banning their sale to
children, the legislation makes it unlawful to publish or distribute
games with loot boxes in them if the game is “minor-oriented,” or if
the publisher or developer has constructive knowledge that any
users are under the age of eighteen.224 The vague language of the
bill ultimately leaves developers and publishers in the dark over
whether their game will be covered, and gives wide discretion to the
FTC on who they are going to enforce the prohibition against.
The bill borrows its definition of the term “minor-oriented” from
the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act,225 which has itself
recently inflicted anxiety on YouTube and its most popular content
creators as both entities attempt to ascertain whether the videos on
the popular website constitute “minor-oriented” content.226 With
vague references to a number of factors that are supposed to be
weighed together,227 and severe penalties for violating the law,
content creators who post their videos to YouTube are left to wonder
whether they are in violation and will lose their main source of
revenue.228 In a similar fashion, video game developers, under these
223
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same amorphous factors, will not have a clear indication of whether
their game with loot boxes will run afoul of the legislation until the
FTC decides to enforce penalties against them.
In addition to its potentially overbroad application, the “pay-towin” language of the House bill targets the wrong type of transaction
and could eliminate the business model of a substantial number of
“app” games.229 The PCAGA inexplicably takes aim at a type of
microtransaction that no one argues is tied to gambling addiction.230
This unnecessary focus on “pay-to-win” mechanics would
ultimately do more harm to the industry than any possible benefit it
could produce.231 Furthermore, the House’s proposed loot box
legislation glaringly misses one of the most popular and most
addictive loot box mechanics: those which contain cosmetic items
that change the appearance of the player’s character.232 The bill
draws a perplexing line at these items, suggesting a fundamental
misunderstanding of the problem.233
Despite its shortcomings, one of the few things the PCAGA does
get right is its report on compliance and study on the psychological
effects of microtransactions and loot boxes.234 The Act would
require the FTC to conduct this study and report its findings to
229
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Congress every two years.235 If lawmakers hope for legislation to
have a lasting effect, any proposal should require such a study to be
conducted annually by the FTC.236 One would hope that, if the
PCAGA succeeds in becoming law, that its final form takes into
account many of these shortfalls and proposed solutions.
IV. PROPOSING A MORE SENSIBLE APPROACH TO REGULATING
LOOT BOXES
A. Is Regulation Imminent?
First and foremost, it is worth addressing the arguments made
against regulating loot boxes at all. Some argue that regulation is
wholly unnecessary because the industry is perfectly capable of
regulating itself.237 Indeed, regulation in the United States could be
rendered unnecessary if, for example, the ESRB preemptively began
to include a “gambling mechanic” or “loot box” warning on each
game containing such a mechanic, and subsequently raised each
game’s age rating to “Mature” or “M.” Such a rating signals to
retailers not to sell the game to any person under the age of
seventeen.238 Although selling an M-rated video game to someone
under the age of seventeen does not carry any legal penalties, the
ESRB rating system is widely regarded as the “gold standard for
entertainment rating systems in terms of efficacy.”239
The question remains whether the ESRB would take such steps.
Although the industry reacted to threats of government regulation in
the past by self-regulating,240 the system of ratings employed by the
ESRB as part of its own regulating procedures has not been
explicitly tied to a monetization practice in the same way loot boxes
should be.241 Violence or nudity in a video game is not as directly
235
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tied to a publisher’s stream of revenue as compared to loot boxes.242
The ESRB is further unlikely to self-regulate this predatory practice
if it does not believe that government regulation is likely to occur.243
Given these realities, formal regulation seems like the more practical
way of addressing the issue.
A second argument against regulating loot boxes attempts to
frame their purchase as analogous to buying packs of baseball or
Pokémon cards.244 However, loot boxes within video games are
significantly distinct from real-life trading card packs.245 This is not
only because the player experiences a much different psychological
response from opening a loot box, but also because a loot box
facilitates an easily accessible and immediate payment, uses ingame currency to mask the feeling of paying real-life money, and
most importantly, has been linked by researchers to problem
gambling.246 Although some try to dispute that final claim and argue
there is no research showing such a connection,247 numerous
independent reports seem to suggest otherwise.248
One final argument against regulating loot boxes is that they
simply do not fit within the legal definition of gambling.249 Most
242
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substantive American laws on gambling come from the states,250 and
it is defined generally as a “[p]ayment of some consideration” for a
“prize,” the receipt of which is “determined by chance and not
skill.”251 Those who make the claim that loot box mechanics are not
gambling typically argue that a player either never receives
something of value (because the item cannot be sold or
monetized),252 or that they “always receive something of value” (in
other words, the purchaser cannot “lose”).253 These claims attempt
to refute the seemingly indisputable and intuitive notion that various
players attach differing values to all the items they receive.254 Put
simply, a player knows when they have wasted their money on a
worthless item, and conversely, when their “bet” was worth it
because they received a very rare or valuable item.255 Indeed, at least
one study has shown that virtual economic behaviors follow their
real-world macroeconomic counterparts.256 Furthermore, these
claims ignore those situations where players can buy and sell the
items online for real-world currency,257 with or without the game
developer’s consent.258
250
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B. Litigative Efforts
In the absence of meaningful self-regulation or government
oversight, some of those who have suffered the harms related to
loot-box mechanics have turned to the courts for relief.259 Most state
gambling laws create a cause of action for a plaintiff to recover
losses incurred by illegal gambling.260 While no states have created
specific causes of action against publishers of video games
containing loot boxes, consumers alleged to have been injured by
them appear to have two options: (1) sue under the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”); or (2) sue
under state consumer protection laws.261
In considering a potential RICO action, Chaset v. Fleer/Skybox
Int’l, decided by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, is
instructive.262 The plaintiffs in Chaset brought a class action against
manufacturers and distributors of sports trading cards,263 arguing
that the random inclusion of limited edition cards in packages of
otherwise randomly assorted sports and entertainment trading cards
constituted unlawful gambling.264 The Ninth Circuit disagreed,
affirming the lower court’s dismissal on a lack of standing, because
the plaintiffs could not show injury to their business or property.265
The court stated that the plaintiff’s not receiving the limited edition
cards in the packs they bought was an injury to a mere expectancy
interest or to an intangible property interest, and was not sufficient
to confer RICO standing.266
The holding in Chaset demonstrates that a plaintiff alleging a
similar injury caused by a publisher of a video game is on shaky
ground at best. Although it is hard to predict whether a judge would
follow the line of reasoning in Chaset or hold that loot box
mechanics are a form of gambling, the possibility seems to exist.
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However, a court considering whether loot boxes constitute
gambling may also look to Kater v. Churchill Downs, where the
Ninth Circuit held that the defendant’s virtual “chips” in “Big Fish
Casino” were a “thing of value” under Washington state law.267 In
Big Fish Casino, a free app game, players could wager and win
virtual chips on casino games like blackjack, poker, and slot
machines.268 Players could also buy more virtual chips through inapp microtransactions.269 The Court held that whether or not players
could redeem the virtual chips for real-world currency did not
determine whether they were “things of value” under Washington’s
broad statute.270 Thus, the court’s holding could perhaps be
applicable to loot box rewards that similarly cannot be so readily
traded for real world currency. In other words, a Ninth Circuit court
looking at a similar consumer protection case against loot boxes,
following Kater’s reasoning, could find that the virtual items won
through loot boxes are “things of value.” However, it remains to be
seen whether states’ courts would reach a similar conclusion, or to
what extent the Ninth Circuit’s decision was based on the fact that
Big Fish Casino was, as the name suggested, a game designed to
emulate a classic casino.
More recently, Epic Games, the developer of Fortnite, has been
sued in two separate lawsuits.271 In March of 2019, aggrieved
gamers brought suit against the company in a California federal
court under the state’s consumer fraud statute, alleging that the game
maker, through material misrepresentations and omissions,
overstated the odds of receiving rare loot in Fortnite’s loot boxes.272
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That same year, Epic Games was sued in Canada, where plaintiffs
alleged the company failed to warn consumers about the “addictive
nature” of Fortnite.273 Both cases are pending, but in an interesting
move perhaps spurred by the lawsuits, Epic Games recently
announced it was changing the loot box mechanics in Fortnite in
order to allow players to see the items inside them before purchasing
them.274 Whether the plaintiffs in the California suit will be able to
show standing is unclear, given the decision in Chaset.275 But given
this and other uncertainties associated with litigation, it seems wise
to take the decision of loot box legality out of the hands of the courts.
Instead, Congress should clarify precisely which conduct in video
games constitutes gambling and regulate loot boxes expressly. It is
vital, however, that Congress acts with care regarding loot boxes,
lest its regulations be ineffective or sweep up other legitimate
transactions in its grasp.
C. A Carefully Crafted Loot Box Ban
The first consideration in crafting effective loot box legislation
is to avoid the mistakes of previous attempts, including the
exceptions carved out by the Dutch Gaming Authority,276 or those
proposed in the PCAGA.277 The Dutch focus on only those loot
boxes that contain items transferrable outside the video game is
misplaced and ignores the underlying problems around gambling in
an effort to fit loot boxes into current gambling legislation.278 For its
part, the proposed bill by Senator Hawley unnecessarily focuses on
items that accelerate the progression of the player’s journey through
the game, and completely ignores cosmetic items that many players
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find very valuable.279 Additionally, the definition of loot boxes must
not allow an exclusion for games that disclose the odds of receiving
a certain category of item from a loot box, because nothing stops
developers from lying about the odds280 or changing them for
promotional material when they have a clear incentive to do so.281
The second consideration then, in forming clear and careful loot
box legislation is that Congress, and not the states, should be
responsible for authoring it. Leaving the states to regulate loot boxes
would lead to uncertainty amongst the industry regarding which
systems producers could implement in certain states. This in turn
could raise the costs of creating video games that include
monetization mechanics, as it would likely require a developer to
seek legal advice to parse out which of their in-game transactions
would be legal in each state. Smaller developers who cannot afford
such legal advice would likely either forgo micro-transactions
entirely, thus risking earning less revenue overall and stunting their
growth, or make assumptions about their monetization practices,
thereby exposing themselves to risks of fines or litigation in certain
states. Additionally, consumers in one state may feel slighted in
competitive online games where their peers in another state are free
to spend as much money as they like to obtain items that put them
at an advantage. Therefore, leaving regulation to the states would
run the risk of upsetting consumers and harming the industry. Lastly,
any recourse would likely not come from private actions because
plaintiffs may lack standing to sue video game developers in
consumer fraud cases.282 For these reasons, it is imperative that
action come in the form of legislation and at the federal level.
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Substantively, it is crucial for Congress to carefully define loot
boxes and make clear the boundaries of that definition. Exceptions
to the definition of loot boxes in any legislation should include (1)
items that can be won through gameplay alone, regardless of
whether the item is random, and (2) items of certain value that can
be purchased directly with real-world currency or in-game currency,
and whose obtainment is a certainty of purchase and not a product
of random chance. These two crucial exceptions will make sure that
items that are traditionally won through gameplay, which were the
staple of video games for years prior to the introduction of loot
boxes, and microtransactions lacking any form of chance, which
have generated vital revenue for game developers,283 are not
touched.
Once Congress clearly sets out the exceptions for its definition
of loot boxes, it must then be unequivocal in banning, outright, all
of them from video games sold in the United States. Similar to the
Belgian approach, Congress should require developers to remove
loot boxes from their games or face heavy fines.284 This strategy
brings many benefits while avoiding nearly all the pitfalls and
shortcomings of other methods. Consequently, this approach does
away with the unnecessarily confusing and unpredictable “minororiented” factors285 adopted by the proposed bill currently in the
Senate, and the possible cost of studies relating to the effects of loot
boxes remaining the market.286
An outright ban also avoids limiting language like the “sale of
video games that feature so-called loot boxes or loot crates as part
of their gameplay.”287 Thus, games that are free to download would
not be exempt, and developers cannot skirt the ban by simply adding
loot boxes to their game through an update after its initial release.
Additionally, it would abate the ESRB’s fears that parents will be
overwhelmed by information on labels on a physical box, and
accidently end up buying a game for their child that has loot
283
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boxes.288 Finally, a ban on the existence of loot boxes centers
enforcement penalties on developers instead of retailers. Because
retailers have no say over whether a game includes loot boxes, the
responsibility for compliance should fall on developers who have
actual control over the gambling mechanics in their games and
derive the monetary benefits of their existence.
Enforcement of a ban should be left to the FTC and states
attorneys general, like the proposed bill in the Senate currently
requires.289 Furthermore, the FTC should be required to publish a
report on the industry’s state of compliance and current gambling
mechanics in video games as the current proposed bill requires,290
but annually rather than biennially. Since there would be no dividing
line along age, the study on compliance would be much more
straightforward than the currently proposed approach.
An outright ban with such burden-shifting of compliance and
punishment, and which contains a thoughtfully constructed
definition of loot boxes that distills all the lessons learned from
previous approaches, could provide effective regulation of gambling
in video games while avoiding the various shortcomings of its
predecessors.291
CONCLUSION
Few could have predicted the fervent backlash that would result
from the release of a Star Wars video game in 2018,292 or that
foreign and domestic regulatory bodies would find it necessary to
immediately (and perhaps brazenly) regulate one of the most
lucrative practices in contemporary video gaming.293 In response to
signs of impending regulation, the industry has taken preliminary
steps to address loot box concerns.294 However, their attempts have
not proven effective, prompting lawmakers to take matters into their
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own hands.295 Some lawmakers have attempted to draw
distinguishing lines between legal and illegal loot boxes.296
Meanwhile, the industry’s colorful characterization of loot boxes
has likely persuaded some lawmakers that they do not constitute
gambling.297 The result is that some states that have tried to pass
bills have failed to do so.298
Loot box regulation is undoubtedly a new issue, and action on it
is far from over. Incidentally, if Congress is serious about effectively
regulating loot boxes, it must drastically change the bill currently
moving through the House that purports to do so.299 Instead of a
vague balancing act, Congress needs to speak clearly on the issue
and let the video game industry know once and for all that exposing
children to predatory gambling mechanics is not going to be
tolerated in the United States.
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